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Lecture 3

Magnitudes & fractals

105

Local (Richter) magnitude

ML=log10A-log10A0(Δ)

• ML = local magnitude
• A = max amp in mm
• A0 = max amp at distance Δ for standard

(zero) earthquake (one which has an
amplitude of 0.001 mm at 100 km)

106

Local (Richter) magnitude

ML=log10A-log10A0(Δ)

In practice:

1. Measure amp
2. Calculate Δ
3. Look up log10A0(Δ) in tables and subtract
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107

Calculation of local magnitude ML

108

Local (Richter) magnitude

ML=log10A-log10A0(Δ)

Other important scales:

• Surface-wave magnitude MS

• Body-wave magnitude mb

• Duration magnitude Md

109

MS vs. ML
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Local (Richter) magnitude

ML=log10A-log10A0(Δ)

Magnitude is not a fundamental
property!

It is not meaningful to talk about the
“accuracy” of a magnitude

111

Empirical relationship with energy:

logE = 11.8 + 1.5MS

Question:

By what factor does the amount of
energy released increase with each
increase of one unity in MS?

Answer

101.5 = 31.6
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Intensity
Strength of ground shaking measured

on Mercalli scale

I. People do not feel any Earth movement.
II. A few people might notice movement…
IV. Most people indoors feel movement…
VI. Everyone feels movement…
VIII. Drivers have trouble steering…
X. Most buildings & foundations destroyed…
XII. Objects thrown into the air…

114

Intensity, 1906
San Francisco

earthquake

115

Seismic moment Mo

Earthquake size is given by the scalar
seismic moment:

M0 = µ Au

µ = shear modulus
A = fault area
u = average slip (dislocation)
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1 Nm = 107 dyne cm

117

Seismic moment Mo

Calculation:

1. Using surface break & size of
aftershock zone

2. Using spectral analysis

118

1906 San
Francisco
earthquake

broke the surface
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Surface rupture

120

Amount of slip

121

Spectrum, 1995 Mexico earthquake
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Trapezoidal source-time function

123

Approximation of the amplitude
spectrum

124

Spectrum, 1995 Mexico earthquake
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Moment
magnitude

(Mw),
energy &

stress

Mw = 2/3logMo - 6.0 (Mo in N m)

126

Moment & magnitude

127

Stress & strain
Stress release in earthquakes is roughly
constant:

Δσ = Cµ u/L

It is typically ~ 10 - 100 bars, which is much
less than the strength of rock measured in
laboratory experiments.
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(the slope is 3/2)

Empirical relations: rupture surface
area vs. moment

129

Empirical relations:
Mo vs. magnitude &

source duration

130

Empirical relations: slip & Mo vs.
fault length
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131

Mo vs. fault length

Fractals & b

133

Koch curve
NrD = 1

D = fractal dimension

N = no. parts into which
each line is split

r = ratio of similarity

Scale cannot be determined
by examining a sample!
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Magnitude relationships

135

Frequency-magnitude plot for
world, 1968-1997

136

Maximum likelihood
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Deviations from linearity due to
insufficient data

138

Wasatch fault zone, Utah                                  Continental Interiors

Deviations from linearity?

139

Saturation of body & surface wave
magnitude scales
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Question
For smaller and larger earthquakes,

consider the relative amounts of energy
released and their relative numbers.

Is it possible that a large earthquake
could be prevented in a seismogenic area
by inducing many smaller earthquakes?

141

Answer

No

Why not?

142

Cumulative seismic moment, world,
1976-1998

Globally: 1 M ~ 8/year
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143

No. earthquakes/year

144

Frequency, magnitude & energy
release

145

Causes of death
in the US

1996
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Earthquake hazard in the UK

Church at Langenhoe, Essex,
1884

http://www.earthquakes.bgs.ac.uk/hazard/Hazard_UK.htm

147

Frequency-moment plot for British
earthquakes

148

Fall-off in frequency at high
magnitude

1. Distribution asymptotic?
• Can be processed using Gumbel statistics
• Results:

• max mb = 5.7 for UK
• max ML = 9.2 for world

2. Distribution described by two different
scalings with break point where whole
crust ruptured
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Aftershocks following 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake, Omori’s law

b varies in time & space

It is thought to be inversely
proportional to stress

151

Variation in b along the Calavaras
fault, California
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b value for ridges & transform faults

bridge > btransform


